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**Synopsis**

SOMETHING IN THE WOODS IS TAKING PEOPLE. As featured on Coast to Coast AM; Something unknown that we cannot define; something that others have had the misfortune to encounter. People snatched soundlessly, never to be seen again. Or returned; dead. A strange and highly unusual predator. Highly intelligent. Very successful. And able to overpower someone in an instant. This is a puzzle. An often deadly one. Here follows some very troubling and disturbing accounts. Something in the Woods is taking people.... Steph Young has been a guest on the national radio show Coast to Coast AM, discussing this Bestselling Book, as well as other radio shows, and can be found on YouTube channels "Where did the Road Go?‘ and the ‘Higherside Chats.' facebook: Steph Young (Author)Stephenyoungauthor@hotmail.com (If you don’t have a kindle, you can use the free reading app which means you can read the book on any type of computer or even phone.)
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**Customer Reviews**

This book had lots of stories about people who have gone missing in the woods. Sounds like normal
stuff, right? Wrong. The way some of these people went missing is just bizarre (one guy’s shoe was found way up high in really tall tree). I had not heard of many of these stories. Nothing was really finalized as to what could be going on, just info about how the people went missing, and possible theories. UFOs stealing people? Monsters coming through from other dimensions? The author pretty much leaves it up to you to decide. Fun and scary reading.

This is a well researched book regarding tales of Disappearances in woods around the world. Many explanations and theories are presented, some interesting, some outlandish, but that is for the reader to decide. The real issue is the astonishing number of people who have gone missing in woods, national parks and forests. Makes you think twice about wanting to take a walk in the woods. Very Creepy. One additional note: the book begins with the tale of a fit firefighter named Mr. Herdman who was lost in the Los Padres forest in southern California in Ventura County. As of the writing of this book, his fate was not known. Mr. Herdman’s body was found several weeks later. He had fallen from a cliff while looking for his dog, tragically. His dog and fellow camping partner were both found later.

This is a nice quick read. Those that like the 411 books will like this. This is not a full scale book, but does give us many truly odd stories and events. It is entertaining and great way to spend a couple of hours.

I’ve also read David Pallides Missing 411 series. In those books Mr. Pallides sticks to the known facts in some really odd missing person cases, leaving the reader to speculate on what is happening. The advantage of “Something In The Woods Is Taking People” is the author goes beyond just reporting missing people and includes information about the various odd things that are responsible for taking people. After reading this, you won’t want to go into the woods alone.

The most unnerving part of this book: It is true. There are so very many stories about so very many people who vanish into maybe not-so-thin air. Some of these stories are ancient, many you can find if you do a quick Google search. Several happened just a few months ago! I, for one, will never feel the same about taking a quick and quiet saunter through the woods.

Basically the same as Missing 411 books, but with speculation. The writer not only tells the missing cases, but gives the many possibilities of what could be happening. My only complaint is that it was
too short. I enjoyed it, and am going to get more books by this author.

The author wrote very concise and interesting accounts of people who have gone missing over the years. I thought his research as well founded making the accounts believable. The book kept my interest throughout as well as causing me to think twice about taking hikes in the woods, particularly alone.

Easy read with scattered cases illustrating various popular theories extant within the paranormal and scientific communities to explain mysterious and puzzling disappearances of people in North Amerika back to the beginning of settlements. Fairly entertaining, but has a very loose organizational structure based on conjecture!
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